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SUMMARY
The announcement in October 2018 that Christie’s is the first traditional auction house
to record transactions of a sale of a major collection augurs tectonic changes in the art
market. Christie’s is collaborating with tech startup Artory to apply emerging technology to
a centuries-old issue, how to track the authenticity and provenance of art and collectibles
(A&C). Artory offers the art market a digital registry based on blockchain technology.
While the move is not Christie’s first foray into the digital world, it is proving that tradition
and technology do make for a formidable combination that can shake the international
marketplace.
Online auctions are the most popular way for people to buy art on the internet. According
to Hiscox, the insurer, online auction aggregators saw a huge increase in sales year-onyear (y-o-y) in 2018. In 2017 the channel saw a 20 percent increase. However, online-only
auctions saw increases of 45 percent and brick-and-mortar Houses with online auction
platforms saw an increase of more than 40 percent.1
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Traditional auction houses, no matter the size, all have more to be concerned about than the
forays of traditional powerhouses into new technology. Christie’s and Sotheby’s are merely
standard bearers of Digital Transformation of the art markets. The impact the new and
emerging technologies will have on the A&C marketplace will have dramatic implications for
the business for decades to come.
The report How Auction Houses Can Benefit from Digital Transformation looks at how
auction houses are currently applying technology to grow their businesses. The analysis
examines the new technologies already making inroads into the A&C marketplace and
makes recommendations on how auction houses of every size and scope can adapt to and
profit from the inevitable disruption already underway.
1

https://www.hiscox.co.uk/sites/uk/files/documents/2018-04/Hiscox-online-art-trade-report—2018.pdf, Page 16
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The report focuses on established brick-and-mortar auction houses at global, regional,
country, and city levels. The analysis considers six levels of technology integration that the
operations of auction houses may be experiencing singly or in combination.
The analysis draws heavily on parallels of disruption in the bookseller industry over the past
20 years. Bookstores suffered massive changes from “The Amazon Effect”, which brought
a dramatic Digital Transformation to the industry.
Within the scope of this discussion, Digital Transformation means the transfer of sales and
support services from face-to-face, hand-to-hand, brick-and-mortar places of commerce to
internet-based e-commerce platforms. In the case of books, the content has remained both
physical and, in many instances, has also been digitized.
The analysis draws the conclusion that the art market will experience the same level of
disruption as the market for books. The report will offer conjecture on just what changes
brick-and-mortar auction houses can expect in the near- and medium-term. And will offer
suggestions on how traditional auction houses can adapt to the market shifts and ride the
Digital Transformation wave to greater stability and increased revenues.

